I am using TikiWiki as a community "news/info" website. Part of this project will be to interview local people, government officials. Specifically, I will be inviting the Elderly in on weekends to share their life stories.

I need a tikiwiki feature similar to picture gallery or file gallery that can handle "media" in general. The audio and video recordings are hosted on a streaming server, so the entry would not necessarily be a file, but could also be a LINK to the location, eg: mms://www.milesityvoice.com/2007JUL04Parade.asf

I could someone help develop a "MultiMedia" gallery feature? Then I could write up the person's story as a tiki page, and embed the video or audio (or anything else) just like we insert images with the img tag.

I have successfully embedded the media with the URL directly, but I wanted a searchable gallery that can categorize as well to make the process more user friendly.

Thanks,

Eric
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Marc Laporte 25 Aug 07 13:53 GMT-0000
...is working on something like this in 1.10 Please come on IRC to chat

Thanks!

M ;-) 

Rick Sapir / Tiki for Smarties 28 Aug 07 16:54 GMT-0000
If all you want is a searchable list of links (since your media files are hosted elsewhere), just use the Directory feature. You can create categories/sub-directories to help manage the links. You can add full text descriptions that are searchable, too.
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